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I N D I A N  C O M M O D I T I E S  

Gold prices traded sideways again on 

Monday, dipping fractionally below 

$1,500 an ounce but not meaningfully 

lower, as a definitive resolution of the 

Brexit stayed stubbornly out of reach 

of U.K. politicians. Having pulled a 

formal vote on Saturday on the with-

drawal agreement sealed last week with the European Union, the U.K. government failed in its at-

tempt to have the motion debated again in the House of Commons on Monday, as the House 

Speaker invoked a protocol banning government from putting the same motion before the House 

more than once in a session. 

Gold ended negative below its previous close on Monday. As mentioned in the earlier reports it is 

likely to maintain the sideways price action today too, till the range breaks 37900-38600 levels in 

MCX.  Wait for confirmation. 

COMMODITY COMPASS 22 OCTOBER 2019 

Bullion—Gold 

Commodity Expiry S1 S2 Pivot R1 R2 Trend 

Gold AUG 34587 34699 34823 34935 35059 Indecisive 

Silver SEP 38217 38775 39120 39678 40023 Indecisive 

        

Aluminum JUL 142.5 142.8 143.4 143.7 144.3 Up 

Copper JUL 439.6 441.7 445.3 447.4 451.0 Indecisive 

Nickel JUL 919.6 942.3 962.9 985.6 1006.2 Up 

Lead JUL 154.0 154.6 155.4 156.0 156.8 Indecisive 

Zinc JUL 192.2 193.6 194.6 196.0 197.0 Indecisive 

        

Crude Oil JUL 3790 3869 3998 4077 4206 Indecisive 

Natural Gas JUL 153.4 156.3 161.1 164.0 168.8 Down 

Commodity Expiry S1 S2 Pivot R1 R2 Trend 

Gold DEC 37726 37808 37949 38031 38172 Indecisive 

Silver DEC 44987 45209 45608 45830 46229 Indecisive 

        

Aluminum OCT 131.6 132.1 132.8 133.3 134.0 Down 

Copper OCT 439.4 440.3 441.5 442.4 443.7 Indecisive 

Nickel OCT 1154.6 1159.6 1167.0 1172.0 1179.4 Indecisive 

Lead OCT 155.0 155.7 156.1 156.8 157.1 Indecisive 

Zinc OCT 185.1 185.5 185.9 186.2 186.6 Indecisive 

        

Crude Oil NOV 3735 3772 3799 3836 3863 Indecisive 

Natural Gas OCT 152.7 155.6 160.0 162.9 167.3 Down 
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B A S E  M E T A L S—C O P P E R  

The closure of Vedanta’s copper 

smelter plant at Tuticorin in Tamil 

Nadu has led to a rise in imports of 

the metal, making the country a net 

importer of refined copper after 18 

years, Care Ratings has said. “India 

used to be a net exporter of copper cathodes till FY18. Now with the closure of the Tuticorin smelter, 

the drop in domestic production has led to the domino effect of increasing the country’s imports and 

decreasing its exports. India has become a net importer of refined copper after 18 years  

Copper ended slightly negative on Monday, trend for the nearer term looks indecisive, a break above 

445 levels in MCX may ignites bullishness. For the day it is likely to be indecisive, wait for the  fur-

ther confirmation. 

Oil prices fell more than 1% on 

Monday after comments from a U.S. 

official stymied hopes that a U.S.-

China trade deal would be reached 

soon, prompting renewed concern 

that a slowing global economy 

would reduce demand for oil. Adding to tensions, China is seeking $2.4 billion in retaliatory sanctions 

against the United States for non-compliance with a WTO ruling in a tariffs case dating back to the era 

of President Barack Obama, a document showed. are still betting on slowing global growth and are 

convinced that this will lead to an oversupply of oil.  

Crude oil ended marginally negative on Monday, after a strict price action towards either sides in the 

trend making it further inconclusive regarding the trend. As it is struggling to break either sides from 

previous sessions, and likely the same can be witnessed in today’s session as well, wait for confirma-

tion. 

E N E R G Y—C R U D E  
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EVENT COUNTRY TIME FORECAST  PREVIOUS 

Richmond Manufacturing Index  US 7:30 -7 -9 

Existing Home Sales  US 7:30 5.45M 5.49M 

     

     

     
     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

E C O N O M I C  C A L E N D A R  ( A L L  T I M E S  I N  I S T )  

COMMODITY EXCHANGE ENTRY TARGET STOP LOSS STRATEGY EXPIRY 

NO PREOPEN CALLS       

       

P I C K  O F  T H E  D A Y  
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